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G. Abrams et al. / The Mark II detector for the SLC

The Mark II detector has been upgraded in preparation for its role as the first detector to take data at the Stanford Linear
Collider . The new detector components include the central drift chamber, the time-of-flight system, the coil, the endcap electromag-
netic calorimeters and the beam energy and luminosity measuring devices. There have also been improvements in detector
hermeticity. All of the major components were installed for a test run at the PEP storage ring (VIs = 29 GeV) in 1985 . This paper
describes the upgraded detector, including its trigger and data acquisition systems, and gives performance figures for its components.
Future improvements are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

The Mark II detector is the first detector to take
data at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) [1]. The SLC
provides electron-positron colliding beams with a
center-of-mass energy around the Z° resonance (ap-
proximately 92 GeV) . The detector is an upgraded
version of the device previously used successfully at the
PEP and SPEARstorage rings. Newly constructed com-
ponents include the central drift chamber, the time-of-
flight system, the coil, the endcap electromagnetic
calorimeters and the luminosity monitors [2]. There
have also been improvements in detector hermeticity. In
addition, spectrometers for making precise measure-
ments of both electron and positron energies on a
pulse-by-pulse basis have been designed and imple-
mented . Finally, several further additions to the detec-
tor (new vertex detectors, increased muon coverage and
on-line processors) are being constructed and tested but
are not currently installed. They will be briefly dis-
cussed at the end of the paper.
A cut-away view of the detector can be seen in fig. 1.

Emerging from the interaction point, a particle emitted
perpendicular to the beam would traverse the beampipe,
the central drift chamber, a time-of-flight counter, the
coil of the solenoid magnet, the liquid argon calorimeter
and finally the muon detection system . The following
sections describe these components as well as the end-
cap calorimeters and small-angle monitors . When avail-
able, performance figures from a test run at PEP (29
GeV center-of-mass energy) are quoted . For systems
not installed for the test run at PEP, data from test
beam studies or Monte Carlo simulations are presented.

2. Central drift chamber

A new central drift chamber was built to improve
the momentum resolution, the two-track separation and
the pattern recognition. Some charged particle identifi-
cation capability through dE/dx measurements is also
provided .



2 .1 . Drift chamber design

Table 1
Design parameters for the central drift chamber

G. Abrams et al. / The Mark II détector for the SLC

",Ii~i
Fig. 1 . Cut-away view of the upgraded Mark 11 detector
showing major components. The two vertex detectors are not

currently installed .

The drift chamber design is based on a six sense-wire
cell, a shortened version of the jet-chamber configura-
tion [3] . The cells are arranged in 12 concentric cylin-
drical layers, alternating between wires parallel to the
cylinder axis (axial layers) or inclined at approximately
± 3.8 ° to the axis to provide stereo information . The
inner radius of the drift chamber is 19.2 cm, the outer
radius is 151 .9 cm and the active length is 2.30 m . The
design parameters are given in table 1 .

The detailed cell design is shown in fig. 2 . The sense
wires (30 lLm diameter gold-plated tungsten) are

2.2. Electronics

7.5cm

x Sense Wire

	

Guard Wire
" Potential Wire

	

" Field Wire

Fig. 2. Cell design for the central drift chamber.

5 7

staggered ±380 lim from the cell axis to provide local
left-right ambiguity resolution . The electric field is con-
trolled primarily by the voltage on a row of 19 field
wires at each edge of the cell . There are also guard and
potential wires interspersed with the sense wires which
help to adjust the electric field and the gains on the
sense wires.

The wires are strung between 5.1 cm thick aluminum
endplates which are held apart by a 2 mm thick beryl-
lium inner cylinder and a 1 .27 cm thick aluminum outer
shell . In addition there are eight 2.5 cm by 5.1 cm
aluminum ribs attached to the outer shell which provide
structural support. The aluminum shell and beryllium
cylinder are lined with skins of copper-clad Kapton; a
voltage is applied to these skins to maintain a uniform
electric field in the innermost and outermost layers.

The wires in one plane in a cell are located in
machined notches in a Delrin feedthrough which is
pinned to accurately machined holes in the endplate.
The average uncertainty in wire location is 35 ltm and is
primarily due to errors in machining and placement of
the feedthroughs and endplates . A more detailed de-
scription of the chamber design can be found in ref . [4] .

The drift chamber signals are amplified in two stages
and then digitized . Both a time digitization and a pulse
shape digitization (allowing the dE/dx measurement)
are made . Fig. 3 is a schematic drawing of the drift
chamber electronics .

The preamplifier (first stage) boards are mounted
directly on the feedthroughs at the chamber face, inside
an aluminum rf shield . The circuitry is based on the
Plessey SL560C chip . The second stage of amplification
is performed by the 24-channel postamplifiers located

Layer Radius at
center
[cm]

Stereo
[deg.]
Wire 1

angle

Wire 6

Number
of
cells

1 27 .05 0 0 26
2 38 .25 3 .65 4.07 36
3 48.45 0 0 46
4 59.25 -3.73 -4.00 56
5 69 .45 0 0 66
6 80 .15 3 .76 3.96 76
7 90.35 0 0 86
8 100.95 -3.77 -3.93 96
9 111 .15 0 0 106

10 121 .65 3 .77 3.91 116
11 131 .85 0 0 126
12 142.35 -3.78 -3.89 136

Muon Chambers

Hadron Absorber

Muon Chambers
Solenoid Coil
Lead/Proportional
Tube Electromagnetic 3.3cmCalorimeter 380,um ÎMini-Small Angle Offset
Monitor
Small Angle
Monitor
Silicon Strip
Vertex Detector
Drift Chamber
Vertex Detector
Central Drift 8.33mm .Chamber

Time-of-Flight
counter x
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2.3. Operation

Feedthrough
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in crates mounted on the magnet iron . In addition,
these boards shape and split the signal . The timing half
of the postamplifier has a gain of 70 and discriminates
the pulses using a LeCroy MVL407 comparator. The
threshold set for the comparator corresponds to 80 ~LV
at the preamp input. This is equivalent to 4% of the
mean pulse height due to a minimum-ionizing particle .
The gain setting for the pulse height measurement can
be varied. More details on the preamplifiers and post-
amplifiers can be found in ref . [5] .

At this point the two sets of signals (timing and
pulse shape) are brought out approximately 30 m to the
electronics house. The drift times are digitized by 96-
channel LeCroy 1879 TDCs located in four FASTBUS
crates. These modules have multi-hit capability and a
time bin width of 2 us . The drift chamber pulse shapes
are digitized by SLAC-designed [6] FASTBUS boards .
These boards are 16-channel 100 MHz Flash-ADCs
with 6-bit resolution based on the TRW 1029J7C chip .
(For the test run at PEP, only one-third of the drift
chamber was instrumented with FADCs.)

The readout of both the TDCs and FADCs is con-
trolled by SLAC Scanner Processors (SSPs) [7], which
are programmable FASTBUSmodules. One SSP is used
in each FASTBUS crate to preprocess (e .g., perform
zero suppression and pedestal corrections) and format
the data . The crate SSPs are read out via cable segments
by system SSPs, which buffer the data and interface
with the experiment host computer, a VAX 8600 . Pro-
grams on the host computer correlate the TDC and
FADC hits on each wire. The timing and pulse height
channels are calibrated separately . For both, the
calibration pulse is injected at the input to the pre-
amplifier. The timing calibration measures the time
propagation differences for each channel. The pulse
height calibration is used to determine a pedestal, gain
and quadratic correction for each channel.

A graded high voltage is supplied to the field wires
of each cell through a resistor-divider chain. The voltage
on a field wire in the center of a cell is typically -4.5

Postamplifier

	

VThreshold

	

t.- L
-------------------------------------------- J23 m

Fig. 3. Schematic of the central drift chamber electronics .

kV, the potential wire and guard wire voltages are
typically -1 .5 kV and -200 V, respectively, and the
sense wires are grounded. The copper skins lining the
inner and outer cylinders are typically set at -2.5 kV .
The drift chamber high voltages and currents are con-
trolled and monitored using an IBM PC .

The chamber gas is a mixture of 89% At, 10% C02
and 1% CH 4 (HRS gas) and is at a pressure slightly
above 1 atmosphere . The above voltages result in a gas
gain of 2 x 10 4 with an electric drift field of 900 V/cm
and the typical drift velocity is 52 l..m/ns. For most of
the test run at PEP the magnetic field was 4.5 kG,
giving a Lorentz angle of 17 .8 ° .

2.4 . Performance

2.4 .1 . Tracking efficiency
The drift chamber tracking program was imple-

mented using hits found by the TDCs . It utilizes the
multi-sense-wire feature of the cells and forms track
segments within cells . These segments are later matched
to form tracks through the chamber [8] . The track-find-
ing routine efficiency has been measured at PEP and
estimated for SLC from Monte Carlo programs . For
low multiplicity events at PEP with tracks that go

Icos61
Fig. 4. Tracking efficiency for the central drift chamber as a
function of cos B. The hadronic events (boxes) are from a
Monte Carlo study at SLC energies ; the Bhabha scattering
events (dots) are from a sample of PEP data . Error bars are

shown only for the Monte Carlo events .
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Fig. 5 . Central drift chamber position resolution versus drift
distance, with (solid circles) and without (open circles) the

time-slewing correction .

through all sublayers, the efficiency was measured to be
approximately 99%. It is estimated to drop to 96% for
high multiplicity hadronic events of the type expected at
SLC energies . Fig. 4 shows the efficiency as a function
of cos 0 for these two classes of events .

2.4.2 . Position and momentum resolution
The position resolution in the chamber is primarily

limited by diffusion in the gas. Calculations show that
this effect contributes an error of = 150 Wm for the
longest drift distances. Other errors are = 50 [Lm from
the time measurement error in the electronics and = 35
[Lm from wire placement. When a single drift velocity
was used for all cells and layers to convert the drift
times to positions, the achieved resolution averaged
over the cell width was 185 [,m. Fitting velocities for
each of three drift distance regions in a cell and for
different groups of wire layers improved the resolution
to = 170 lr m.

The information from the FADCs can be included in
the timing measurement by using the deposited charge
to make a " time-slewing" correction. This correction
compensates for the change in measured time as a

0
0

	

5

	

10 15
TWO-TRACK SEPARATION

	

(m m)

Fig. 6 . Efficiency for separating two tracks as a function of
their distance apart for the central drift chamber TDCs (X's)

and FADCs (closed circles) .
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5 10 15

MOMENTUM (GeV/c)
Fig. 7 . Momentum resolution for the central drift chamber.
The tracks are selected from Bhabha scattering events and a
constraint that the track originate from a single point is used .

The magnetic field was 4.5 kG.

function of pulse height and improves the resolution by
a small amount . Fig. 5 shows the resolution versus drift
distance with and without the time-slewing correction.
However, the major tracking improvement provided by
the FADCs is a better double hit separation . Scanning
algorithms that use the pulse shape have an efficiency of
80% for separating hits 3.8 mm apart compared to 6.4
mm if only the TDCs are used (see fig . 6) .

From Bhabha scattering events in the PEP data
taken with a 4.5 kG field, a momentum resolution of
a(p)/p2 = 0.46%/(GeV/c) was measured in the central
drift chamber for single tracks with I cos 0 1 < 0.64. The
resolution is a(p)/p2 = 0.31%/(GeV/c) if the tracks
are constrained to originate from a single point (see fig .
7) . The multiple scattering contribution to the resolu-
tion from the drift chamber itself is 1 .4%. Beam di-
agnostic devices and other material inside the drift
chamber radius also contribute to the vertex con-
strained resolution through multiple scattering.

2.4.3. Particle identification
Themain purpose of the FADC system is to provide

some degree of particle identification, particularly for
separating electrons from pions. The charge deposited
by a particle traversing the drift chamber is propor-
tional to its energy loss (dE/dx). The value of dE/dx
coupled with the measured momentum allows a rough
determination of the particle mass. For a track travel-
ling the full radial extent of the central drift chamber,
the 72 possible charge measurements would provide an
expected dE/dx resolution for minimum-ionizing par-
ticles of 6.9% [9] .

The FADC pulse shapes are processed to provide the
time and integrated charge for each hit. The "difference
of samples" algorithm [10] that is currently used scans
the pulse and looks for sharp changes in its shape. The
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Fig . 8 . dE/d x vs momentum as measured for tracks at PEP.
The number of particles in the electron, muon, kaon and
proton bands are enhanced relative to the pion band that

would normally dominate the plot.

time is determined by a weighted average over the bins
where there is a change, and the charge is calculated by
summing the counts between the start and end of the
pulse as identified by the algorithm.

The charge collected depends on the path length, the
angle that the track makes with the wire, the drift
distance, and whether the staggered sense wire is on the
near or far side of the wire plane from the track . There
are also variations in the gas gain due to pressure and
temperature, differences in gain in each of the 72 sub-
layers of the drift chamber, and variations from chan-
nel-to-channel due to the electronics. After correcting
each measured charge for these effects, a (75%) trun-
cated mean of the samples is calculated to arrive at a
dE/dx value for the track. The corrected values are
shown as a function of momentum for particles at PEP
in fig . 8 . The different particle types were identified
using other detector components or event topologies .

From a sample of Bhabha scattering events from
PEP data, a dE/dx resolution of 7.2% was obtained.

G. Abrams et al. / The Mark IIdetector for the SLC
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Fig. 9. Electron-pion separation for tracks in the momentum
range 0 .25-0 .60 GeV/c. The particles are from two different

event samples and so are not in their usual proportions .

Fig. 9 shows the resulting separation between electrons
and pions for tracks in a momentum range of 0.25-0.60
GeV/c. The electrons were identified using the barrel
electromagnetic calorimeter and pions were defined as
tracks that were not identified as electrons, kaons or
protons. The peaks were obtained from different event
samples within the same data runs. Electron-hadron
separation for all momenta is discussed in the next
section.

3. Time-of-flight system

The time-of-flight (TOF) system is used to provide
charged particle identification including the detection of
cosmic rays . The time is measured by detecting signals
generated in scintillator slabs located between the central
drift chamber and the magnet coil .

3.1 . Physical description

The TOF system consists of 48 counters forming a
barrel of inner radius 152.4 cm that is outside and
coaxial with the central drift chamber. Each counter is
300 cm long and has a trapezoidal cross section with a
smaller width of 19 .8 cm . The counters are 4.5 em thick
except for two counters bordering (p = 0 ° and two
counters bordering 0 = 180 ° which are 3.8 cm thick.
The addition of eight structural ribs along the drift
chamber body (which are equally spaced in (p starting
at (P = 0 ° ) required cutting 1.6 cm from the width of
the 16 adjacent counters . The counters are cast from a
plastic scintillator based on cross-linked polystyrene
(SCSN-38 [ll]) which was chosen for its high resistance
to crazing due to mechanical stress. The mounting sys-
tem was designed to provide stress-free support. Both
ends of the counters are coupled to light guides made
from UV-light-transmitting acrylic . These guides nar-
row from the width of the counters (an average of 20
cm) to 5.3 cm over a length of 43 cm and then extend 84
em further to bring the light outside the flux return
iron. An Amperex XP2222 12-stage photomultiplier tube
is attached to the end of each light guide, with optical
coupling provided by a soft Sylguard "cookie" [12] . The
phototubes are shielded from stray magnetic fields by
concentric cylinders of mu-metal and soft iron .
CAMAC-controlled LeCroy 4032A high voltage sup-
plies power the voltage dividers in the phototube base .
These voltage dividers have been designed to minimize
phototube transit time jitter .

3.2 . Electronics

The electronics of the data acquisition system are
those used by the pre-upgrade Mark 11 at PEP [13] .
Each phototube channel consists of two independently



discriminated time-to-amplitude converters (TACs) and
a pulse height integrator . The analog times and pulse
integrals are collected and digitized by a 12-bit ADC
incorporated in a 16-bit microprocessor (BADC) [14] .
The BADC then performs pedestal subtractions, linear
gain corrections, and threshold cuts to the raw digitized
values . The timing acceptance window is 60 ns which is
large enough for the possible observation of slow par-
ticles, but which also allows for rejection of cosmic rays .

3.3. Calibration systems

There are two independent calibration systems. The
calibration of the electronics is carried out using a
variable amplitude pulser and delay cables of known
length . Calibration constants are computed using a sec-
ond order fit of channel response to input pulses . These
constants provide an accuracy of a = 60 ps over a 35 ns
interval for the TACs and a = 70 pC over a 1700 pC
range for the pulse height integrators .

The laser calibration system, illustrated in fig. 10,
monitors the response of the counters and associated
electronics to short light pulses which simulate the
effect of charged particles passing through the scintilla-
tor. A pulsed nitrogen laser illuminates optical fibers
attached to each counter 90 cm from each end. A
CANIAC-controlled mirror allows for the illumination
of one fiber at a time in the system, and a set of neutral
density filters allows for variation of input light in-
tensity . The timing reference is provided by a photodi-
ode exposed to the laser light ; the photodiode also
measures the intensity of each pulse. The system pro-
vides enough redundant information to monitor the
gains of the phototubes, the propagation delays through
the scintillator, light guides, cables and electronics and

South Optical
Fiber
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Fig. 10 . Laser calibration system schematic for the TOF sys
tem. The figure also shows the locations for the calibration

optical fibers in a typical counter .

the attenuation length of the scintillator . It has been
observed that the phototube current saturates at high
light levels in the scintillator . A correction for this
saturation with the same functional form for each pho-
totube is determined using the laser calibration system .

3.4. Data analysis

The measured times from each phototube are cor-
rected for the time that the light takes to propagate
through the scintillator and for channel-to-channel
propagation delays through the phototube. The satura-
tion correction is applied, then a time walk correction
[15] proportional to the inverse square root of the
corrected pulse integral is also applied. The time walk
constant is determined for each phototube using the
data from the test run at PEP. A final time-of-flight t is
obtained by taking the weighted average of the times
from both phototubes.

Particle identification is determined from the veloc-
ity /3 = L/(ct), where the path length L from the inter-
action point is determined from the central drift cham-
ber information and t is the time-of-flight . The squared
mass of the particle is then given by m 2 =p2

[l/ß
2
- 1],

where p is the particle momentum as measured by the
drift chamber.

3.5. Performance

Fig. 11 shows the difference between the time mea-
sured by the TOF system and the expected time of
arrival of electrons from the Bhabha scattering process
e+ e - - e +e- measured during the PEP test run. The
achieved single counter resolution varied from 180 to
250 ps and averaged over all counters and all data runs
was 221 ps . This gives the m/K/p separation shown in
fig . 12. The measured TOf and dE/dx resolutions are
combined to give the electron-hadron separation seen
in fig. 13 . The two systems together also give at least a
2a iT/K separation up to momenta of 10 GeV/c and
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Fig . 11 . Resolution of TOF system obtained from a sample of
Bhabha events .
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Fig. 12. Pion/kaon/proton separation using the TOF system .
Data are from PEP.

K/p separation up to 2.0 GeV/c in momentum. How-
ever, it should be pointed out that the resolutions in
high-multiplicity events will be slightly worse, implying
poorer separation in those classes of events .

The reassembled TOF system at the SLC experimen-
tal hall is monitored by the same laser calibration
system which has shown that the constants leading to
the resolution achieved at PEP are still valid . Data from
cosmic rays at the SLC provide further evidence that
the resolution remains at the previous level .

4. Mark 11 solenoid

The Mark II solenoid is a conventional cylindrical
coil producing a magnetic field of up to 5 .0 kG in the
center of the detector. Its thickness is 1 .3 radiation
lengths . The coil consists of twelve aluminum conduc-
tors wound in series into four contiguous cylinders. The
solenoid is 405 cm long, with inner and outer radii of
156 cm and 171 cm, respectively. For a field of 4.75 kG,

10

8z
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a
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Fig. 13 . Electron-hadron separation for dE/dx without (solid
line) and with (dashed line) TOF information . The dips in the
solid line occur when the noted particle and the electron have
the same dE/dx value for the same momentum (see fig. 8) .
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the current is 7325 A and the total heat dissipation is
1.8 MW.

The inner radius of the coil is covered by a heat
shield which helps to isolate it thermally from the inner
detector components . A flow of 40 1/min of temper-
ature controlled water through the heat shield keeps the
temperature within the central drift chamber stable to a
few degrees. The magnetic field inside the cylindrical
volume occupied by the drift chamber has been mea-
sured and fit to a set of polynomials in the coordinates
r and z. Within the tracking volume the field is uniform
to within 3% while the fit describes the magnetic field
with an error of less than 0.1%. The magnetic field used
in charged particle tracking is obtained from the fit
normalized using the data from two Hall probes posi-
tioned at each end of the central drift chamber. The
absolute error on the field strength is less than 0.1%.

5. Liquid argon barrel calorimeter

The central electromagnetic calorimeter of the Mark
II is a lead/liquid argon sampling device with strip
readout geometry. The calorimeter system consists of
eight independent liquid argon cryostats enclosed in a
common vacuum vessel . The system was designed and
built as part of the Mark 11 at SPEAR [16] .

5.1 . Physical description

Each module is 1.5 x 3.8 x 0.21 m3. The modules are
arranged in an octagonal barrel outside the magnet coil .
Together they cover the polar angle range of 47 ° < 0 <
133 ° and the full azimuthal angle except for 3 ° gaps
between each pair of modules. The total solid angle
coverage is 63.5% .

Each module contains a stack of alternating layers of
2 mm lead sheets and lead strips with the 3 mm gaps
between them filled with liquid argon. The lead is
strengthened with 6% antimony to minimize sagging.
The strips are aligned either perpendicular to the beam
axis to measure the polar coordinate 6, parallel to the
beam axis to measure the azimuthal coordinate 4~ or at
45' relative to the other two sets of strips (labeled
"U") to aid in track reconstruction . Table 2 gives the
details for this design .

Spacing is maintained both between strips and be-
tween layers by ceramic spacers which contribute an
overall dead space of 5% . In order to reduce the number
of electronic channels many of the strips are ganged
together, both from strip to strip in certain layers and
from layer to layer . The ganging results in six inter-
leaved readout layers and a total of 326 channels for
each module . The ganging scheme is shown in fig . 14 .
There is an additional pair of 8 mm liquid argon gaps
formed by 1.6 mm thick aluminum sheets and strips in



Table 2
Orientation, width and number of strips per layer in each
liquid argon module

front of the lead stack to allow corrections to measured
shower energy for radiative losses in the magnet coil .
The strips are oriented in the 4) direction and there are
36 in each module. Altogether, 1 .86 radiation lengths of
material precede the lead stack. Together this material
and the calorimeter represent 16.0 radiation lengths of
material at normal incidence .

5.2 . Cryogenics system

The total volume of liquid argon in the modules is
6400 1 . The argon is not circulated ; instead the modules
are connected to a common storage vessel through gas
phase transfer lines . With an insulating vacuum of 10 -6

Fig. 14. Ganging scheme for the channels in the liquid argon
barrel calorimeter.
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Torr surrounding the modules, the major load for the
cooling system is the compensation for heat losses in
the transfer lines . Temperature is maintained at ap-
proximately 85 K using liquid nitrogen refrigeration at
the module shells . The system consumes 160 1 of liquid
nitrogen per hour during normal operation .

5.3. Electronics

Charge produced through ionization in the liquid
argon drifts to the readout strips in a field of 12
kV/cm . Each readout strip is impedance matched to a
TIS75 FET through a small ferrite pot core transformer .
The electronic noise is dominated by Johnson noise
generated in the conduction channel of the FET and is
minimized using a bipolar shaping amplifier [171 with a
resolving time of 1.5 Ws . The equivalent noise energy in
the ganged readout channel varies from 0.3 to 1 .5 MeV
and is a function of the capacitance of the channel
which varies from 0.9 to 8 nF . The preamplifiers and
shaping amplifiers are mounted on the detector . RF
shielding encloses the modules, the amplifiers, and the
twisted-pair signal cables that run from the amplifiers
to the electronics house .

Sample-and-hold modules (SHAMs [18]) follow the
output voltage of the amplifiers and are gated to hold at
the peak . The charge stored in the SHAMs is measured
with BADCs [14] . The BADC in each of the six CAMAC
crates performs pedestal subtractions, linear gain cor-
rections, and threshold cuts . The maximum time for
digitization and reduction of all data in a CAMAC
crate is about 8 ms . Thresholds are normally set so that
the noise occupancy is about 5% . After ten years of
operation, the number of dead channels in the system
(due to failing electronics or unrepairable internally
shorted strips) is less than 1% .

5.4. Performance

The measured energy distribution from Bhabha
scattering events at PEP is shown in fig. 15 . The resolu-
tion is a/E = 4.6%, measured using the width of the
distribution at the half maximum . However, the distri-
bution is not Gaussian due to several reasons . Dead
space in the calorimeter active volume creates a low
energy tail, the size of which depends on the number of
failing channels in the system. Saturation in the readout
electronics for the first active layer, used to correct for
losses in the coil, further degrades the resolution for
high energy electrons in the upgrade data sample . The
gain in the amplifiers for the first layer has been re-
duced so that saturation will not affect running at the
SLC. As fig. 15 shows, the Monte Carlo simulation [19],
including the effects of dead space and saturation,
roughly reproduces the distribution . The energy depen-
dence of the resolution expected in future runs, without

Strip
layer

Coordinate
measured

Number
of strips

Strip width
[cm]

Trigger 4) 36 3 .5
1 0 38 3.5
2 0 100 3 .5
3 U 70 5 .4
4 0 38 3 .5
5 0 100 3 .5
6 U 70 5 .4
7 0 40 3 .5
8 0 100 3 .5
9 U 70 5 .4

10 0 40 3 .5
11 8 100 3 .5
12 0 100 3 .5
13 0 100 3 .5
14 0 40 3 .5
15 0 40 3 .5
16 0 40 3 .5
17 0 40 3 .5
18 0 40 3 .5
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Fig. 15 . Measured energy distribution for the liquid argon
calorimeter from Bhabha scattering events at PEP. The histo-

gram represents Monte Carlo simulation .

saturation, has been studied using Monte Carlo pro-
grams and is shown in fig. 16 . The position resolution
measured with the Bhabha scattering events is a. = 3
mrad and a. = 0.8 cm and both measurements are con-
sistent with Monte Carlo simulation .

An inclusive electron production analysis [20] per-
formed with data taken before the upgrade provides an
example of the electron-hadron separation capability of
the barrel calorimeter. Electrons were identified by
comparing the momentum measured from a drift cham-
ber track with the energy deposited in various groupings
of layers in a narrow region around the extrapolated
track. In hadronic events, the identification efficiency
varied from 78% at 1 GeV/c to 93% at the highest
momenta. The probability for misidentifying a hadron
as an electron was typically 0.5% but could be as large
as 3% for tracks of momentum below 2 GeV/c in the
core of a jet . A more detailed discussion of the perfor-
mance of the barrel calorimeter can be found in ref .
[21] .

0 .5 1 2 5 10 20
Energy (GeV)

Fig. 16 . Monte Carlo simulation of the barrel calorimeter
energy resolution as a function of energy and angle of inci
dence. The three values shown for angle of incidence are 8.1'

(open circles), 25 .0 ° (closed circles), and 35 .7 ° (boxes) .

6. Endcap calorimeter

The endcap calorimeters (ECCs) [22] were added to
increase the electromagnetic coverage of the detector .
These lead/proportional tube calorimeters are 18 radia-
tion lengths (X0) thick, and cover the angular region
between approximately 15' and 45' from the beam
axis . The first layer of the calorimeter is located 1.37 m
in z from the interaction point. Together with the liquid
argon calorimeter, they provide full electromagnetic
calorimetry for 86% of the total solid angle (fig . 17).

6.1 . Physical description

Each ECC consists of 36 layers of 0.28 cm thick lead
(0.5X0 ) followed by a plane of 191 proportional tubes.
The tubes are aluminum and have a rectangular cross
section of 0.9 X 1 .5 cm2. The 191 tubes are glued to-
gether with epoxy to form an annular plane with inner
and outer radii of 40 cm and 146 cm . A 50 Wm diameter
Stablohm 800 (nickel-chromium alloy) wire is strung
through the center of each tube . Alternating layers of
tubes and lead are bonded together with 0.02 cm thick
epoxy-saturated fiberglass cloth to a flatness tolerance
of 0.06 cm. The first twenty tube planes are oriented
alternately in four different directions : vertically (X),
horizontally (Y), canted -45 ° (U), and canted +45 °
(V). The remaining sixteen layers alternate between X
and Y layers.

The gas (HRS gas) flows at slightly above atmo-
spheric pressure through the proportional tubes at a
rate of one volume per two days . The outer radius of
the ECC consists of sixteen 0.16 cm thick Lexan panels,
which are made gas-tight with vinyl tape and epoxy.

To compensate for the variation of the gas gain with
gas density, the temperature is measured with thermis-
tors embedded in each ECC and the pressure is mea-
sured with transducers on the gas inlets and outlets . The
variation of the ECC response is less than 2% after
correcting for density changes. This stability is verified
by the pulse height spectrum recorded by two small
tubes that contain 55 Fe sources. These tubes, which are

i
0 0 .2 0 .4 0 .6 0 .8

cose
Fig . 17 . Total calorimeter thickness (solid line) and number of
sampling layers (dashed line) vs cos 0. The shaded area shows

the region used for calculating the solid angle coverage .
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Fig. 18 . Response of the endcap calorimeter to small numbers

(1-5) of 10 GeV positrons .

mounted on the inlet and outlet of the gas system for
each ECC, are primarily used to monitor the gas qual-
ity .

The signals from several tubes are ganged together to
reduce the number of electronic channels to 1276 per
endcap . Tubes are grouped in depth and in some cases
laterally to give 10 interleaved measurements of the
longitudinal shower development. The ganging follows
a projective geometry so that all tubes in a channel he
approximately in a plane containing the interaction
point.

The first half of the readout electronics [23] of the
ECCs consists of charge-sensitive preamplifiers and
shaping amplifiers mounted in electronics crates close
to the detector. These are connected to the tube anodes
by coaxial cables that carry both high voltage and
signals . The second part of the system is a set of SHAM
Its and BADCs [18,14] located in the electronics build-
ing . The system is calibrated by injecting a variable
amount of charge into the front end of the preampli-
fiers . During readout, pedestal and gain corrections are
applied to the data and a threshold cut is made.

G. Abrams et al. / The Mark 11 detector for the SLC

6.3. Performance

One of the ECCs was tested in a positron beam and
a pion beam prior to installation . Fig . 18 shows the
response of the ECC to pulses containing between one
and five 10 GeV positrons . The five peaks are clearly
distinguishable. The beam test data has been used to
develop algorithms that reject 99% of isolated pions
while retaining 95% of electrons at a momentum of 5
GeV/c .
A study of Bhabha scattering events in the ECCs at

PEP gave an energy resolution of 22%/F (E in GeV) .
Since the PEP run there has been a substantial decrease
in the number of dead channels and an improvement in
the gas tightness of the system, so this resolution may
well improve. A position resolution of 0.27 cm in both
the x and y directions was measured.
A minimum-ionizing particle traversing an ECC de-

posits energy equivalent to a 380 MeV photon . The
readout electronics are quiet and sensitive enough to
allow this track to reconstructed in the presence of low
backgrounds .

7. Muon system

7.1 . Physical description

65

The Mark II muon system is made up of layers of
hadron absorber and proportional tubes mounted on
four sides around the central detector. Each wall of the
muon system consists of four alternating layers of iron
and proportional tubes . The solid angle coverage is 45%
at the outermost layer, and the total number of interac-
tion lengths is 7.3 . The tubes in the innermost layer are
oriented perpendicular to the beam direction to measure
the polar coordinate of a track, while the tubes in the
outer three layers are oriented parallel to the beam
direction to measure the azimuthal coordinate. The
thickness of the muon absorber and the distance of each
plane of chambers from the interaction point are shown
in table 3 .

Table 3
Muon absorber geometry : d is the perpendicular distance of the absorber from the interaction point ; X is the thickness of the
absorber in nuclear interaction lengths

Level East

d [m] a

Top

d [m]

West

d [ml a

Bottom

d [m]

Before 1 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.17
1 3.2 1.38 2.5 1.38 3.2 1.38 2.5 1.38
2 3.6 1.40 2.8 1.40 3.6 1.40 2.8 1.40
3 4.0 1.85 3.2 1.18 4.0 1.85 3.2 1.85
4 4.5 1.49 3.6 1.40 4.5 1.49 3.6 1.85

Total 7.29 7.16 7.29 7.65
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Fig . 19 . Cross section of a muon module .

Each muon layer consists of extruded aluminum
modules made up of eight triangular tubes as illustrated
in fig. 19 . The wire spacing of 2 .5 cm was chosen to
approximately match the expected multiple-scattering
deviation for a particle passing through each layer of
absorber . Each tube contains a 45 I.m wire of gold-plated
tungsten held at a voltage of 2.0 kV. The gas used in the
tubes is a mixture of 95% Ar and 5% COz at a pressure
slightly above atmospheric .

There are 3264 channels (408 modules) in the entire
muon system. Signals from each wire are discriminated
at a level of 2 mV and stored in a shift register array for
readout in a serial chain upon receipt of a trigger signal .
Since it is a digital system, no calibration is necessary .
Pulsing the high-voltage line and reading out all chan-
nels allow the integrity of the readout system to be
checked at the beginning of each data-taking run.

The muon system provides an identification ef-
ficiency of typically greater than 85% for incident tracks
with momentum greater than = 1.8 GeV/c . Below this
momentum all charged particles are expected to range
out before the fourth layer, due to dE/dx losses .
Chamber inefficiencies are = 1-2% per plane .

To reject background from hadronic punchthrough
and muonic decays of pions and kaons in multihadronic
events, we typically require an extrapolated drift cham-
ber track to have associated hits in all four layers . These
hits are required to be within a search region of twice
the expected rms deviation due to multiple scattering
and track extrapolation error . Using this strict require-
ment, the observed identification efficiency for muons
in multihadronic events in the pre-upgrade data sample
was = 85% . The observed per track muon misidentifica-
tion probability was = 0.5% at low momenta, rising to
= 0.8% at 10 GeV/c. At SLC energies the increased
track densities and momenta will lead to more hits in
the muon system . However, the misidentification prob-
ability is not expected to be substantially higher than at
PEP as the better position resolution of the new drift
chamber leads to a smaller search region in each muon
system layer .
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8. Luminosity monitors

Two detectors whose main function is to measure
precisely the integrated luminosity have been built espe-
cially for SLC running. The Small-Angle Monitor (SAM)
covers the angular range 50 mrad < 0 < 160 mrad, and
the Mini-Small-Angle Monitor (Mini-SAM) covers 15
mrad < 0 < 25 mrad . Both detectors use small-angle
Bhabha scattering to measure luminosity, and both de-
tectors provide rejection of radiative Bhabha back-
grounds in neutrino-counting experiments .

8.1 . Small-angle monitor

8.1 .1 . Mechanical design
The SAM consists of a tracking section with nine

layers of drift tubes and a sampling calorimeter with six
layers each of lead and proportional tubes (see fig. 20) .
Each layer of lead is 13 .2 mm thick, giving a total of
14.3 radiation lengths . There are four SAM modules,
two on each side of the interaction point (IP). The front
face of the SAM is 1 .38 m from the IP . Pairs of SAM
modules are assembled around the beam pipe as is
shown in fig . 21 . The layers are arranged in three
different orientations . The tubes in the first layer (Y)
are horizontal and the other two layers (U, V) are
rotated ± 30 ° from Y when looking at the front face of
the SAM from the IP. For both the tracking and
calorimetry layers, the pattern of layer orientation is a
series of repeating triplets YUV as seen from the IP .

Both the drift and proportional wire planes are con-
structed from square aluminum tubes 9.47 mm wide
with a wall thickness of 0.25 mm. The sense wire in each
tube consists of 38 g m diameter gold-plated tungsten .
Positive high voltage is applied to the sense wires with
respect to the tube wall, which is at ground potential .
This voltage is 1800 V for the tracking tubes and 1700 V
for the calorimeter tubes. Each of the four SAM mod-
ules contains 30 tubes per layer, giving 270 tracking and
180 calorimeter cells per module . All tubes operate with
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Fig. 20 . Side view of one of the four SAM modules showing its
location inside the Mark 11 detector.
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Fig. 21 . View of two SAM modules as seen from the interac-
tion point. The figure shows the orientation of drift and
proportional tubes as well as the method of assembly around

the beam pipe .

HRS gas. Since the gain depends strongly on the den-
sity, the temperature and pressure of the gas are moni-
tored by thermistors and transducers mounted on the
SAM modules.

8.1 .2 . Electronics
The electronics for the tracking part of the SAM

consist of LeCroy LD604 amplifier/ discriminators and
TACs [18] that are read out by BADCs [14] . The
calorimeter part is instrumented with custom-designed
amplifiers and the signals are stored in SHAMS [18]
which are also read out by BADCs.

Calibration pulses are injected at the input to the
amplifier with variable time delays and constant pulse
height for TACs and with constant time delay and
variable pulse heights for SHAMs. The resulting signals
are fit linearly or quadratically to extract the calibration
constants that are then stored in the BADCs for subse-
quent application to incoming data.

8.1 .3. Performance
One of the four identical SAM modules was tested in

a beam of positions at 5, 10 and 15 GeV. The measured
tracking resolution was 250 ~Lm, which yields an intrin-
sic angular resolution for Bhabha tracks of 0.2 mrad
assuming the SLC interaction point is known. The
measured energy resolution in the range of 5-16 GeV
can be parametrized by a/E= 45%/ V_E (E in GeV)
for showers near the center of the SAM active area. The
resolution worsens somewhat at the edges because of
radial shower leakage. Longitudinal shower leakage in-
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creases from 9% at 5 GeV to about 22% at 50 GeV, and
fluctuations in this leakage degrade the energy resolu-
tion. The position resolution for locating showers with
just the calorimeter section of the SAM is 5 mm. This
number is used for matching tracks with showers and
also represents the precision with which photons enter-
ing the SAM can be located. The SAM Bhabha rate is
estimated to be roughly 20% higher than the visible Z°
rate. The expected systematic error on the luminosity
measurement is = 2% .

8.2. Mini-Small-Angle Monitor

8.2 .1 . Mechanical design
The Mini-SAM surrounds the beam pipe at 2.05 m

on either side of the IP (see fig. 22). It is composed of
six layers of 0.64 cm thick scintillator (BC404 [24]
plastic) interleaved with 0.79 cm thick tungsten slabs
providing 15 radiation lengths in total thickness and
resulting in an expected energy resolution of 35%/F
(E in GeV) . The first scintillator layer is preceded by
two layers of tungsten (4 .5 radiation lengths) as a pre-
radiator. The layers are divided into four equal azimuthal
segments, each read out with a Hamamatsu k2490
photomultiplier tube viewing a wavelength shifter bar
running the length of each azimuthal segment. Angular
acceptance windows are sharply defined by 5.0 cm thick
conical tungsten masks (15 radiation lengths) . These
masks are asymmetric ; this reduces changes in accep-
tance due to motion of the interaction point, motion of
the center-of-mass of the electron-positron system and
bremsstrahlung . The angular acceptance is 15 .2 mrad <
B < 25.0 mrad on one side of the IP, and 16 .2 mrad < 9
< 24.5 mrad on the other side .

8.2.2. Electronics
The Mini-SAM readout electronics are described

below in the chapter on small electromagnetic shower
detectors. The Mini-SAM is read out on every trigger to
monitor noise and to provide electron detection for
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Fig. 22. Small-angle coverage in the MARK 11.
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Fig . 23. Geometry of the Mini-SAM . As an example, in the
"Signal Used" definition, 12S means the signal sum of
quadrants 1 and 2 being over a Bhabha threshold in the south

monitor.

vetoing events in studies such as neutrino counting. In
addition, coincidences are scaled and read out at four-
minute intervals to provide an online luminosity mea-
surement . Signals are also sent from the Mini-SAM to
the trigger logic to provide an additional Bhabha trig-
ger .

8.2 .3 . Performance
The Mini-SAM as installed was not tested in a

beam ; however, a very similar prototype was placed in a
10 GeV e- test beam, and these tests confirmed EGS
[251 shower studies of both the shower profile and the
predicted performance of the tungsten aperture masks .
A test of the integrity of the Mini-SAM has been done
using cosmic rays . The observed cosmic ray signals have
been used to set an approximate energy scale for the
device .

To make a measurement of the luminosity, small-an-
gle Bhabha pairs must be detected above a potentially
large background from the SLC beams . A Bhabha pair
is defined by back-to-back coincidences of dis-
criminated signal sums of adjacent azimuthal segments
as shown in fig . 23 . The rate of accidentals is measured
by delaying signals from the south Mini-SAM until the
next beam crossing and forming coincidences with
undelayed signals from the north monitor, and by for-
ming coincidences between azimuthal segments which
are not back-to-back . The tungsten masks defining the
angular acceptance result in a Mini-SAM Bhabha rate
of approximately eight times the total estimated visible
Z o rate at ~s =Mz . A luminosity measurement with a
10% statistical error at a luminosity of 10 29 cm -2 s - '
would therefore take 1 .1 h .

9. Small electromagnetic shower detectors

The requirements of hermeticity and low-angle
coverage have prompted the design and construction of
four small detector systems which provide shower coun-
ter coverage in the solid angle regions not covered by
the main calorimeters. Fig . 22 shows the small-angle
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coverage in the 15-250 mrad region provided by three
of the systems described below along with the SAM and
the Mini-SAM . The functions of these detectors include
luminosity and noise monitoring as well as detecting
electrons and/or photons escaping through cracks .

The photomultiplier tube signals from these four
detector systems and the Mini-SAM are read out and
processed as a group, using a BADC-SHAM IV combi-
nation [14,261 similar to that used by the liquid argon
barrel and endcap calorimeter systems . Calibration and
a check of system integrity is performed by flashing
LEDs mounted in detector elements . The brightness of
the LED flash is varied under CAMAC control by
changing the time width of the LED driving pulse .
Three CAMAC-controlled LeCroy 4032A 32-channel
high-voltage units are used to supply the photomulti-
plier tube high voltages .

9.1 . Catcher/ Mask Plug

The Catcher/Mask Plug is located between 25 and
40 mrad in 0 and surrounds the beam pipe 1.02 m on
either side of the interaction point . It consists of two
layers of SCSN-38 scintillator separated by a layer of
tungsten, all in the shape of flat annuli . Light is col-
lected by wavelength shifter bar wrapped around the
outer radius of the detector in 180 ° segments. Optical
fibers at one end of each wavelength shifter segment
lead the light out to Amperex XP2262 photomultiplier
tubes mounted outside of the solenoidal magnetic field
volume .

The Catcher/Mask Plug acts as a crude luminosity
monitor, as it detects Bhabha scattering events at a rate
of one-third of that of the Mini-SAM. More im-
portantly, in conjunction with the active mask, it is used
to veto radiative Bhabha events which are a background
to neutrino counting .

9.2 . Active Mask

The Active Mask is a Cherenkov detector located
inside a tungsten synchrotron radiation mask positioned
63.5 cm from the interaction point . The detector com-
prises of three cylindrical layers of high purity silica
optical glass fibers (2400 fibers per mask, each fiber 230
g m in diameter) sandwiched between layers of lead,
each about 0.14 cm thick, which act as a preradiator.
The resulting electromagnetic showers radiate Cheren-
kov light in the glass fibers which also transport the
light from the detector . Upon leaving the mask, the
fibers are collected into bundles which are led along the
beam pipe and out of the high magnetic field region.
Each fiber bundle is then viewed by an Amperex 2252H
photomultiplier tube. The outer layer of optical fibers is
read out independently of the inner two layers to allow
a coincidence to be made .



The Active Mask provides coverage for the region
between the SAM and the Mask Plug (30 mrad < 0 < 50
mrad), and also acts as a background monitor for
off-energy electrons that strike the beam pipe . Beam
test data for a prototype showed a yield of 1 or 2
photoelectrons per GeV of incident electron energy.

9.3 . Endcap Veto Counter

The purpose of the Endcap Veto Counter is to detect
energetic electrons and photons (2-50 GeV) which could
otherwise pass undetected between the SAM and the
endcap calorimeter. Its efficiency is predicted by com-
puter simulation to be greater than 99% in this energy
range.

The Endcap Veto Counter is an annular electromag-
netic shower counter located between the endcap
calorimeter and the endcap door . It is located at a
distance in z of 1 .9 m from the interaction point and
covers an angular region of 150-250 mrad in 0. The
counter is composed of four alternating layers of lead
and scintillator resulting in a total of 4.6 radiation
lengths of material. Eight wavelength shifter bars collect
the light signal from equal sections of the outer edges of
the scintillator layers . The light is then transmitted
through optical fibers to Amperex 56AVP photomulti-
plier tubes . By taking a weighted average of photomulti-
plier signals, a typical ¢ resolution of a.= 10 ° was
measured with cosmic rays ; the same resolution is ex-
pected for a 50 GeV electron .

9.4. Liquid Argon Hole Taggers

For I cos 01 < 0.7, at each junction between liquid
argon calorimeter modules, a 3° region in 0 is not
instrumented with calorimetry . Liquid Argon Hole
Tagger counters are mounted on the outside surface of
the liquid argon cryostat to fill in these "cracks" and to
detect photons escaping through them . They also pro-
vide a very crude energy measurement to assist in the
correction of the energy measurement of showers near
or in cracks between modules .

Each counter consists of a slab of 2.5 cm thick
scintillator, 20 cm wide and 1 .65 m long, at a radius of
2.4 m from the interaction point . Each counter is faced
with 1.9 cm of lead preradiator, which, along with other
detector elements, gives a total of 6 radiation lengths of
material preceding the scintillator . A Monte Carlo simu-
lation implies that this should result in a detection
efficiency of greater than 98% for electrons and photons
with energies above 1 GeV . The scintillator is viewed at
both ends by Amperex XP2230 photomultiplier tubes .
A single hit position resolution of a.= 35 cm is ob-
tained for cosmic rays by comparing relative signal
pulse heights at each end . Due to interference from
cryogenic plumbing, individual counters could not ex-
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tend the entire length of the liquid argon cryostat, so
additional shorter hole tagger counters are placed to
cover the remaining uninstrumented region . The crack
between the modules at q) = 270 ° could not be instru-
mented due to physical constraints .

10 . Trigger system

10.1 Data trigger

6 9

The trigger used for running at the SLC combines a
modification of the trigger used at PEP with new
FASTBUS-based logic . At SLC the beam crossing rate
can range between 10 and 180 Hz, although it is not
expected to exceed 120 Hz during the Mark II experi-
ment . Since this allows sufficient time to run the trigger
logic on every beam crossing, beam crossing signals
supplied by the accelerator provide the primary trigger .
These signals also provide a highly accurate timing
reference for the electronic systems of the detector
components . The interface between the trigger logic and
the host VAX is provided via CAMAC by the Master
Interrupt Controller (MIC) module.

There are three components of the normal data
trigger . They use information from the central drift
chamber, electromagnetic calorimeters and small-angle
monitors. Each component operates independently and
provides a degree of redundancy to assist in monitoring
the performance of the other components . This re-
dundancy is also used to measure their relative trigger
efficiencies .

10.1 .1 . Charged particle trigger
The charged particle trigger uses a fast track-finding

processor [27] to count the number of charged tracks
traversing the drift chamber . Pattern recognition can be
done with up to 12 detector layers ; currently, the 12
layers of the central drift chamber are used . No infor-
mation about the z-coordinate is used . This design
requires approximately 60 ~ts to count the charged
tracks .
A drift chamber cell is considered "hit" when at

least four of the six sense wires in the cell have signals
detected by the TDCs . (The number of wires which
determine a hit is programmable .) This requirement is a
powerful means of rejecting backgrounds which do not
produce track segments . Requiring a track to traverse
more than half a cell produces a geometrical ineffi-
ciency of less than 0.5% for tracks of p t >_ 1 GeV/c .

The pattern of hits in each layer is loaded into a shift
register and transferred serially into special hardware
curve-finding or "curvature" modules as shown in fig .
24 . Each curvature module is programmed to identify
patterns of hits falling within a specific range of radii of
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Fig. 24. Block diagram of the charged particle trigger.

curvature called a road. These modules currently re-
quire hits in at least five axial and five stereo layers to
define a track, but can also be programmed to require
any pattern of layers .

Track counters are used to record the total number
of tracks found as well the azimuth of each track. All
tracks found by all curvature modules within - 10 ° in
azimuth of each other are counted as a single track. The
total number of tracks found is encoded into two bits
which are passed to the MIC for the trigger decision .

10.1 .2 . Calorimeter energy trigger
The calorimeter energy trigger uses a table of con-

stants stored in a memory module to find events with
topologies of interest. The event topology is defined by
thresholds placed on the energy deposited in the liquid
argon, endcap and SAM calorimeters, and in small-an-
gle counters .
A programmable Memory Logic Module (MLM)

encodes 32 input bits into two output bits which are
returned to the MIC; this requires a few hundred
nanoseconds . The MLM uses information from the
SAM, Mini-SAM and active mask to form a low-angle
Bhabha trigger for luminosity monitoring, while
calorimeter information is used for the Total Energy
Deposition (TED) trigger. The TED trigger uses groups
of eight adjacent channels (strips in the liquid argon
calorimeter ; proportional tubes in the endcap) which
are summed at the detector. The sum representing each
LA module is compared with a threshold voltage by a
strobed discriminator [28] . The sum for each endcap is
fed into two discriminators with different thresholds .
The value of these thresholds is ultimately limited by
the maximum trigger rate permitted by the data acquisi-
tion system.

10.1 .3. SSP-based software trigger (SST)
The SSTwas more recently designed to duplicate the

capability of the TED trigger and, in addition, to pro-
vide new software flexibility for improving both its
noise sensitivity and pattern recognition characteristics .
The redundancy available to the two triggers can also
provide an important cross check for calorimeter trig-
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gering . A SLAC Scanner Processor (SSP) is the compo-
nent of the SST which processes the calorimetric data in
a much more flexible manner than the TED trigger .
Copies of the LA and EC trigger sums are made by
summing/buffer boards which are then digitized by
LeCroy 1885N FASTBUS ADCs. In one pass the SSP
reads out the ADCs and defines "hits" based on three
software thresholds . Trigger algorithms then find calori-
metric "towers" (clusters of energy which point to the
IP) by using the hits to index a table of precalculated
patterns . (The complexity of the algorithm is con-
strained only by the time available between beam cross-
ings.) Since only the energies of the channels contrib-
uting to a tower are summed, the SST eliminates noise
from other channels in the modules. More details on the
SST system may be found in ref. [29] .

In addition to the calorimeters, the SST reads out
various monitors through its ADCs . There are 48 ioni-
zation chambers in the last section of the SLCbeamline,
and 16 proportional tubes along the beamline in the
experimental hall (and inside the Mark II) . An increase
in the signals from these monitors is indicative of vari-
ous accelerator-related problems such as klystron tube
and magnet failures or mis-steering of the beams.

10.2 . Cosmic ray trigger

Cosmic ray events are needed for debugging and
performance evaluation of individual detector compo-
nents, including the charged particle trigger. Cosmic
rays can be recorded between beam crossings or during
dedicated cosmic ray runs . The trigger is either the
normal charged particle trigger or a coplanar track
finder (CTF) that is used to look specifically for back-
to-back tracks . The CTF uses two curvature modules to
estimate the azimuth of tracks, and returns a bit to the
MIC when a pair of tracks is found that are coplanar to
within - 11°. The TOF system provides the absolute
time measurement of the cosmic ray that is required by
the drift chamber reconstruction software .

11 . Extraction line spectrometer

In order to determine the center-of-mass energy
(Ectn) at the SLC interaction point (IP), precise mea-
surements of the beam energies (Ebeam) for both the e-
and e+ beams are essential. To meet the resolution goal
of aE m/Ecm <0.05%, precision spectrometers have been
installed [30] in the SLC extraction lines, 150 m down-
stream of the IP in both beam lines.

11 .1 . Spectrometer description

Fig. 25 shows a conceptual design of the extraction
line . In the line, the et bunch travels through a string of
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(ELS) system .

three dipole magnets (1131, B32, and B33) . Magnet B32
is a well-measured spectrometer magnet (set at fB d 1=
30 .5 kG m when Ebeam is 50 GeV) which bends the
beam by an amount proportional to fB dl/Ebeam* Mag-
nets B31 and B33 bend the beam perpendicular to the
bend direction of B32 and cause the beam to emit two 5
cm wide swaths of synchrotron radiation. Synchrotron
light detectors located at the beam focal point (ap-
proximately 15 m from B32) measure the distance be-
tween these swaths (approximately 27 cm) and thus the
angle through which the beam has been bent by magnet
1132. Combining this information with the strength of
the magnet allows a determination of the energy of the
beam. Analysis of the thickness of the synchrotron
stripe yields the energy spread of the beam .

11.2. Magnetic field monitoring

Two high-precision, absolute methods were used to
make a determination of the magnetic strength of the
1132 magnets before their installation in the extraction
line. The first measured fB d 1 directly by moving NMR
probes along the length of the magnet, measuring B
and dl for each step . In the second method, fB dl was
measured by monitoring the voltage induced on a mov-
ing loop of wire . These methods are described in detail
elsewhere [31] . The techniques agreed to better than
0.008%.

The absolute measurements were used to simulta-
neously calibrate three on-line methods of determining
the spectrometer strength : a flip coil, NMRprobes, and
current monitors . Fig. 26 shows a cross section of the
magnet with these devices installed in the gap. Agree-
ment between the flip coil and NMR probes is better
than 0.01% .

11 .3. Detection of synchrotron radiation

The bend magnets cause the beam to emit intense
swaths of synchrotron radiation with a critical energy
[32] of approximately 3.0 MeV. An energy spread of
0.2% in the bunches causes the stripe from B33 to be
dispersed by about 540 wm at the detector plane. Two
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Fig. 26 . Cross section of a B32 magnet showing the locations of
magnetic strength measuring devices in the magnet gap.

independent detectors have been built to detect the
separation and width of the two synchrotron swaths : a
Phosphorescent Screen Monitor (PSM) (fig. 27) and a
Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector
(WISRD), which is not yet in operation (see section
13 .4) .

The PSM consists of two identical target and camera
systems to monitor both stripes simultaneously. An
Invar [33] support structure holds both targets and fixes
the distance between them . Each target consists of an
array of 100 lLm diameter fiducial wires with center-to-
center spacing of 500 Wm and a phosphorescent screen
that emits light where struck by the synchrotron beam
[34] . The individual wires and the spacing between the
two arrays were measured on precision optical com-
parators to an accuracy of better than 10 ~Lm. A camera
system records both the fiducial wires and the synchro-
tron stripe which runs parallel to them. The video frame
is digitized and compressed by a DSP Technology
2030/4101 signal averager into a one-dimensional array
(perpendicular to the wire direction) before readout.
Ultimate system resolution has been measured to be

Fig. 27 . Schematic view of the Phosphorescent Screen Monitor
(PSM).
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better than 25 wm and readout rates up to SLC design
repetition rate (180 Hz) are possible .

11 .4. Performance

In addition to the errors on the measurement of
fB dl and the separation between the synchrotron
stripes, there are other contributions to the error on
measuring Ebeam. These contributions include the survey
of distance and misalignments between B32 and the
detectors, and misalignments between bend magnets.
Combining these contributions in quadrature yields an
estimated total error on Ebeam of 15 MeV. However,
knowledge of the average energy of the beam bunch
does not necessarily determine the luminosity-weighted
Ecm at the IP . Complete understanding of correlations
between particle position and energy in the two collid-
ing bunches is essential to limit the systematic error on
the energy measurement. Preliminary measurements of
Ebearn have been made in both extraction lines using the
PSMs and the magnetic field monitors. An absolute
accuracy of 35 MeV on Eet has been achieved .

12. Data acquisition system

Data acquisition for the Mark II detector is per-
formed by a system of software and hardware elements .
The software consists of a number of independent
processes running on the host VAX 8600 under the
control of the VMS operating system . Each process
performs a primary function and communicates with
the other processes via shared memory (global) varia-
bles, shared instructions and a form of interprocess
communication known as event flags. These functions
include: reading CAMAC data; reading FASTBUS
data ; merging of raw data with results from on-line
event tagging; tape logging of data records; disk logging
of tagged data records; monitoring of detector perfor-
mance, electronics and environmental status ; on-line
analysis and histogramming ; and operator control of
the experiment.

All data from the detector are channeled into the
VAX through either the CAMAC or FASTBUS inter-
faces . The amount of data read per event varies with the
event topology . AZ° decaying into 20 charged particles
will typically result in approximately 50 kbytes of data.

The CAMAC interface is a UNIBUS-based micro-
processor system called the VAX CAMAC channel or
VCC [35] . This system is capable of transferring 24 bits
of data every 2 ws . Generally, however, only the last
significant 16 bits are used resulting in a transfer rate of
1 Mbyte/s. The VCC operates a parallel branch serving
two system crates [13] . These system crates contain a
total of 11 branch drivers which connect with the 44
data acquisition crates . Event triggers are generated
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within the CAMAC system and are posted as AST
(Asynchronous System Trap) interrupts on the VAX.
CAMAC event acquisition consists of multiple VAX
reads of individual BADC memories and other general
instrumentation modules.

The FASTBUS system interface consists of two parts .
The first part is a DEC DR-780 32-bit parallel port
which connects the VAX SBI (Synchronous Backplane
Interconnect) with a DDI (DR-32 Device Interconnect)
cable. This DDI cable connects with another interface
[36] which provides access to a FASTBUS crate seg-
ment through a simple buffer module, BAFFO (see fig .
28). The combined interface supports interrupt mes-
sages and block transfer data rates of approximately 5.5
Mbyte/s between the VAX and an SSP. Two FAST-
BUS crates running in parallel serve as system crates.
One system crate contains five system SSP modules that
each in turn control one of the five FASTBUS cable
segments connected to the 25 remote data acquisition
crates [37] . Each remote crate contains a single SSP
acting as an intelligent crate controller and data
processor, along with the data acquisition modules. The
second system crate contains a pair of SSPs managing a
sixth cable segment used for a future project involving
on-line data processing (see section 13 .5). Event acquisi-
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Fig. 28 . FASTBUS architecture for the Mark II data acquisi-
tion system.
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tion begins with remote crate SSPs performing local
data readout and processing, then reporting to the ap-
propriate system SSP. The master system SSP acts as an
event builder, collecting the entire FASTBUS compo-
nent of an event into its own local memory before
interrupting the VAX. In this way, the FASTBUS sys-
tem is able to buffer several events before being read
out. The VAX then performs a single block read from
the master system SSP.

Event acquisition proceeds in the following way. A
signal is generated at every beam crossing (e.g ., 8.3 ms
at 120 Hz). This signal starts the trigger logic (see
section 10) and BADC processing which requires ap-
proximately 8 ms . Note that no dead time is introduced
as a result of running the trigger logic for every beam
crossing. The VAX reads data from the entire CAMAC
system and awaits a signal from the master system SSP
that the FASTBUS system is ready to accept the next
event. When the signal is received the trigger is reset .
FASTBUS data is subsequently read into the VAX,
combined with the CAMAC data and a simple event
tagging algorithm is executed . The event is then placed
into a global buffer where consumer processes, such as
the on-line analysis program, sample the complete
events. The tape logging process is the final consumer of
all events and, after logging is completed, removes the
event from the buffer .

13. Further improvements

There are several projects which improve the Mark
11 detector that are in the process of being installed.
They will be briefly described here .

13.1 . Silicon Strip Vertex Detector

The Silicon Strip Vertex Detector (SSVD) consists of
36 independent detector modules housed in two hemi-
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Vertex Drift Chamber
( Inner Wall)

1 cm

Table 4
Properties of the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector

a) Calculated .

cylindrical structures that attach to the beam pipe at the
interaction region . The modules are grouped into three
radial layers (starting at 2.8 cm from the beam axis) that
provide a solid angle coverage comparable to the central
drift chamber (see fig . 29). The strips are oriented
parallel to the beam axis and hence track position is
measured only in the r-,p plane. The detecting element
in each module is a single-sided, 512-strip silicon detec-
tor of 300 Wm thickness . Additional properties of the
detectors are given in table 4.

The problem of reading out a high density of silicon
strips in the limited space available for the vertex detec-
tor in the Mark II was solved with the development of a
custom 128-channel VLSI chip (the "Microplex") [38] .
The circuit integrates and stores the charge deposited
on a strip and multiplexes the analog signal onto a
serial bus. In the construction of a module, four chips
are wire bonded to a detector as shown in fig . 30 so that
all 512 strips can be read out. The module also includes
a hybrid circuit which provides control signals, a
switchable capacitor bank for the power, and a differen-
tial amplifier and line driver for the analog output
signals . Thin flexible cables are used to carry signals to
both ends of the modules and from the hybrids to the

Fig. 29. The layout of the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector (SSVD) .
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Detector Property Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Units

Layer radius 28 33 37 mm
Strip pitch 25 29 33 [LM
Strip width 8 8 8 Rm
Active length 72 82 90 rnm
Depletion voltage -55 - 55 -55 V
Capacitance a)

(to other strips) 8.2 8 .8 9 .3 pF
Capacitance a)

(to backplane) 0.6 0 .8 1 .0 pF
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Fig . 30 . The plan for a silicon detector module. All dimensions are in mm .

readout chips . The analog output signals are sent to an
intelligent digitizer, the BADC [141, which does on-line
pedestal updating and subtraction, common mode cor-
rection and cluster finding.

The 36 modules are housed in two hemi-cylindrical
structures each consisting of two slotted aluminum end-
plates connected by an inner and outer beryllium shell .
A spring fixture on either end of the modules holds
them in the endplate slots. This system sets the paralle-
lism of the detector strips to better than a milliradian, a
requirement that follows from the z resolution of the
central drift chamber. The precise determination of the
relative alignment of the modules is obtained by optical
measurements during assembly, and later by a method
that uses a beam of collimated X-rays . Once the SSVD
is installed in the center of the Mark 11 detector, it will
be aligned as a whole relative to the other tracking
chambers using tracks from beam-beam interactions .
Also, a capacitive sensor system has been attached to
the outer shells of the SSVD to monitor any movement
of the beam pipe, and hence the SSVD, relative to the
drift chamber vertex detector .

Tests of the modules with X-ray sources and particle
beams show that they have a spatial resolution, a, of
better than 5 Wm, a two-track separation of approxi-
mately 150 [.m and a single-channel rms noise level 19
times smaller than the signal corresponding to the most
probable energy loss of a minimum-ionizing particle
incident at 90 ° [391 . This signal-to-noise ratio allows a
threshold cut that gives essentially 100% detection ef-
ficiency with a negligible number of noise hits . Combin-
ing hits from high momentum tracks in the central drift
chamber with those from the SSVD yields an impact
parameter resolution for high momentum tracks com-

parable to a . Multiple scattering in the material of the
SSVD and beam pipe worsens this resolution at low
momentum . The resultant error can be approximated by
a = 36/p ([Lm) for momenta p of less than 8 GeV/c .

13.2. Drift Chamber Vertex Detector

The Drift Chamber Vertex Detector (DCVD) has
been designed to provide vertexing information that is
both independent of and complementary to the infor-
mation provided by the Silicon Strip Vertex Detector .
The DCVD alone is designed to provide an impact

Fig. 31 . Cut-away drawing of the Drift Chamber Vertex Detec-
tor (DCVD) .



parameter resolution of 20 ltm for high momentum
tracks, and submillimeter double-track resolution . The
powerful pattern recognition of the DCVD will provide
an important aid to hit assignment in the SSVD, par-
ticularly in a high noise environment . The DCVD will
also improve the charged particle momentum resolu-
tion, enhance dE/dx particle identification, and im-
prove the noise rejection of the charged particle trigger.

The active volume of the DCVD extends from 5 to
17 cm radially and 55 cm axially, covering 85% of 4 ,rr in
solid angle at the outer radius of the detector . The
chamber is divided into 10 axial cells which, as for the
SSVD, provide information only in the r-O plane (fig.
31) . To allow resolution of the left-right ambiguity, as
well as to ensure that radial tracks do not spend their
entire length close to a wire plane, each cell is tilted so
that the inner edge of the sense plane is at an angle of
15 ° from radial.

Each cell contains a plane of 40 sense (anode) wires,
at a voltage of +3 kV, alternating with grounded field
shaping wires (fig . 32) . These sense planes are sand-
wiched between "grid" planes at -0.5 kV that provide
the electrostatic stability of the sense wires and serve to
focus the drifted electrons onto the sense wire . A drift
field of 2.3 kV/cm, uniform to within 0.1% over two-
thirds of the active volume, is provided by planes of
cathode wires, with voltage graded between - 3 kV at
the inner radius of the detector to -12.5 kV at the
outer radius . The longest drift distance, between the
cathode and sense planes at the outer edge of the active
volume, is about 5.5 cm.

The wires are supported by Macor wedges, which are
affixed to circular aluminum endplates which form the
ends of the active region (fig. 31) . Within each plane,
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Fig . 32 . Wire and electrode placement in the jet cells of the DCVD.

wire position was established by grooves machined into
two Invar cylinders, which were used to hold the wires
in place as they were epoxied to the Macor wedges . In
this way, tolerances of ±2 ltm were obtained for wires
within a single plane, and of ±15 I.Lm for the offset
between planes . A more detailed description of the cell
construction can be found in ref . [40] .

The chamber volume is sealed by two aluminum
pressure heads, surrounded by an outer shell of
aluminum and an inner core of beryllium. Including the
beam pipe and SSVD, the material between the interac-
tion point and the active region of the chamber com-
prises a total of about 0.03 radiation lengths .

To achieve the best spatial resolution, the DCVD gas
(92% COz , 8% ethane) is run in the unsaturated regime,
which provides low electron diffusion and a slow (6
pm/ns) drift velocity . A sufficient electron lifetime, in
excess of 30 ws, is obtained by use of an Oxisorb filter,
which reduces oxygen contamination to less than 1
ppm . In addition, chamber performance in a slow gas is
sensitive to the density of the gas, requiring the use of
feedback-controlled pressure and temperature regu-
lation . The latter is implemented by a computer-con-
trolled water bath (Haake N2-R), which circulates water
through a 6 mm aluminum tube around the two pres-
sure heads and the outer shell of the detector. The
temperature field is monitored by 48 thermistors sur-
rounding the active volume of the detector . This system
is expected to keep the temperature of the detector
constant and spatially uniform to within 0 .1 ° C . Cham-
ber pressure is regulated to within 0.7 x 10 -3 atm by a
Datametrics 1501 Pressure Controller.

Electronic readout and processing begins with fast
integrating Radeka hybrid preamps (BNL Hybrid IO-
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354), which are mounted onto feed-throughs at the
pressure head, and enclosed in aluminum Faraday cages .
The signals then travel to postamplifiers and FADCs
[41], both of which are similar to the corresponding
electronics of the central drift chamber (discussed in
section 2.2) . Because of the long drift times associated
with the low drift velocity, the FADC digitization
window has been increased to 1024 10-ns buckets .

Tests have been conducted [42] on a prototype
chamber with a single sense/grid plane containing 22
sense wires, a drift field of 1 kV/cm/atmosphere, and
using 92% CO2 , 8% isobutane at 3 atm . The single hit
spatial resolution a was found to be dominated by the
electron diffusion in the pressurized thermal gas, and
can be parametrized by :
0 2 [gm2] =16 2 +232D,

where D is the drift distance in centimeters.

13 .3. Muon system upgrade

13.3 .1 . Physical description
The Mark II muon upgrade provides additional

coverage on the front and rear of the detector, as shown
in fig . 1 . The "facades" increase coverage for muon
detection to I cos 0 0.85, an increase of 15% in solid
angle.
A schematic drawing for a lower facade can be seen

in fig . 33 . The face is attached to the end flux return
iron and is 2 .7 m in z from the IP. A particle coming
from the interaction point will penetrate the endcap
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Fig. 33 . Schematic drawing of lower muon facade .

electromagnetic calorimeter, the flux return and 30 cm
of lead, a total of 6.0 interaction lengths, before it
reaches the first detection chambers. After passing
through an additional 20 cm of iron there is a second
layer of chambers at the rear of the facade. This set of
chambers is shielded from synchrotron radiation by a 3
cm iron plate.

The chambers are constructed from the same
aluminum extruded stock as the original Mark 11 muon
system (see fig . 19) . The triangular chambers are grouped
together to form modules, with 72 modules (576 cham-
bers) in all. Both layers in a facade have wires oriented
in the horizontal direction . The construction and assem-
bly followed the same steps as the central muon system
described in section 7.1 . This system does differ from
the original system in that HRS gas is used in the
chambers .

13.3.2. Electronics
Signals from a muon module (8 channels) are carried

on 90 0 AMP ribbon coaxial cables to half-size VME
cards that use Signetics NE592 amplifiers with gains of
200 . The amplified signals pass to VME crates, mounted
on the plate on the rear of the facade, containing
16-channel TDC cards in VME format . Common clock,
clear and threshold signals are supplied to each VME
crate and distributed on a local timing bus . The clock
period is 13 ns.

The system contains a total of four crates with
TDCs, all read from a common master crate through
VME Micro Systems model 485 long-line extenders.
Command input and event readout is handled by an
AT&T 321SB computer located in the master crate.
The event information is sent to a FASTBUS FIFO
module over a 32-bit parallel path at RS422 levels . The
FIFO module is located in one of the data acquisition
system FASTBUS crates .

The electronics system will provide drift time infor-
mation in addition to the wire number that was hit . For
a small test module, the precision of the position mea-
surement is about 250 l. m . A precision of 500 lm in the
installed system is estimated .

13 .3.3 . Muon identification
The implementation for muon identification in the

upgrade will follow the scheme used by the main sys-
tem . A drift chamber track is first extrapolated to the
muon facade . An expected rms deviation due to multi-
ple scattering is calculated and a search region of twice
the deviation (a road) is defined around the extrapo-
lated track. To be identified as a muon, the track must
have hits in both layers in the defined road . Addition-
ally, the track hits must pass an angle cut and a posi-
tion-angle correlation cut . Monte Carlo simulations have
shown that the efficiency for muon identification is
comparable to the existing muon system . The
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Fig. 34 . Schematic view of the Wire Imaging Synchrotron
Radiation Detector (WISRD).

punchthrough probability for pions and kaons can be
parameterized as 0.055p`Y, where p is the momentum
of the track in GeV/c .

13.4. Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector
(WISRD)

The WISRD will provide redundancy and a check
on the systematic error in the measurement of the
position of the synchrotron stripes in the extraction line
spectrometer . In the WISRD, there are two targets held
in position by an Invar support structure (fig. 34) . The
target consist of arrays of 75 Wm diameter copper wires
spaced 100 Wm apart (center-to-center) . The wires are
held in place in a ceramic card which is glued to the
support structure . Incident synchrotron radiation ejects
electrons from the wire via Compton scattering. The
residual charge (calculated to be 200 fC with 101° e t in
the beam bunch) is sampled by a charge sensitive pre-
amplifier (LeCroy HQV820), then amplified, shaped,
and digitized . Design resolution of this system is 25 Wm
with a readout rate of 180 Hz.

13 .5 . On-line processing

Connectors for
Electronic
Readout

The 3081/E [43] is a specialized reduced instruction
set processor, developed jointly by SLAC and CERN,
to provide significant numerical computation capability
at a reasonable cost. The name derives from its emula-
tion of the instruction set of an IBM mainframe com-
puter. It can realize most FORTRAN 77 directives
including double precision floating point arithmetic op-
erations .
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13 .5.1 . Hardware
The hardware architecture is characterized by a

modular structure, permitting separation of functions
and reduction of control logic complexity. There are
four distinct execution boards performing computations
involving integer arithmetic, floating point addition,
floating point multiplication, and floating point divi-
sion . Each processor contains up to 7 Mbytes of fast
static memory (55 ns access time) and the processor
cycle time is 120 ns .

13 .5 .2. Software
Programs for execution on the processor are pre-

pared by a software procedure called the Translator,
resident on the IBM mainframe computer . This proce-
dure reads IBM object code, translates it to processor
microcode, and links elements together to form an
absolute load module . The Translator eliminates the
need for a complex hardware interpreter to decode the
IBM instructions . In addition, it automatically gener-
ates simultaneous overlap of parallel operations (pipe-
lining) to yield significant gains in effective processor
execution speed. The two types of pipelining include
overlap of memory address calculations with memory
access, and overlap of instructions permitted by sep-
arated function execution modules.

13.5.3. Implementation
The 3081/E processor hardware is incorporated into

the Mark II on-line data acquisition system and the
software is currently undergoing testing before imple-
mentation. The data flow between the VAX and 3081/E
is controlled by two SSPs on a cable segment . The
communication between the SSPs and the 3081/E
processor is facilitated by an interface [37,44] within the
3081/E chassis . The interface consists of two boards,
one of which is specific to FASTBUS and the other a
common interface board useable by other interfacing
schemes . The FASTBUS board is a dual-ported slave,
permitting access from either of two cable segments.
This arrangement provides for loading new data into
one processor while fetching processed output from
another . The common interface board supports transfers
at 25 Mbyte/s to and from 3081/E memory and pro-
vides control of program execution.

13.5.4 . Performance
The degree to which a particular application soft-

ware permits pipelining can result in large performance
variations . A version of the full Mark II event re-
construction analysis program has been successfully im-
plemented on the 3081/E. Preliminary performance
tests used high-multiplicity Monte Carlo hadronic events
at SLC energies . When the kernel of the program (the
dominant user of CPU time) is translated with pipelin-
ing options, the processor takes about twice as long to
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Table 5
Summary of detector properties

Central drift

	

- Active length 2.30 m
chamber

	

- Inner radius 0.192 m, outer radius 1.52 m
- Six axial layers, six stereo layers
- Jet-chamber cell with six sense wires
- 89% Ar, 10% COz, 1% CH4
- Position resolution 170 [m
- Momentum resolution a(p)lp 2 = 0.31%/(GeV/c)
- dE/dx resolution 7.2% for minimum-ionizing particles

Time-of-flight

	

- 48 scintillation counters read out at both ends
- Inner radius 1 .52 m, covers 70% of 4m
- a =221 ps
- e/qr separation up to momenta of 10 GeV at 2a level (combined with dE/dx)

Magnet

	

- 5.0 kG Al coil solenoid
- 1 .56 m inner radius

Electromagnetic Barrel
calorimetry

	

- Eight modules of Pb/liquid argon in an octagon around the coil
- 14.1Xo, covers 64% of 4m
- 2 mm Pb sheets separated by 3 mm liquid argon gaps
- Strip readout in 0, 0, Udirections
- i1E/E=13.3%/V®3.3%
Endcaps
- Two annular Pb/proportional tube modules
- Inner radius 0.40 m, outer radius 1.46 m
- 18Xa, 22% of 41r;
-

	

with the barrel, get full coverage for 86% of 4m
- 0.28 cm Pb sheets with 0.9 X 1.5 cm2 tubes
- 89% Ar, 10% C02, 1% CH4
- Ganged readout in X, Y, U, V directions
- i1 E/E --- 22%/vrE-

Muon system

	

- Proportional tubes interleaved with steel absorber (4 layers for 1.2 m total thickness)
- Covers 45% of 4Tr

Luminosity

	

Small Angle Monitor (SAM)
monitors

	

- Covers 50 to -160 mrad, 1.38 m in z from IP
- Nine layers of drift tubes for tracking
- Position resolution 250 gm
- 89% Ar, 10% C02, 1% CH4
- Readout in Y, U, V directions
- Six layers of Pb/proportional tubes for calorimetry, 14.3Xo
- i1 E/E =45%/FE
Mini-SAM
- Covers 15-25 mrad, 2.05 m in z from IP
- Six layers of tungsten/scintillator, 15 Xp
- i)E/E=35%/r

Small electromagnetic

	

Catcher/Mask Plug
shower detectors

	

- 25-40 mrad, 1.02 m in z from IP
- Two layers of tungsten/scintillator
Active Mask
- 30-50 mrad, 0.635 m in z from IP
- Three layers of lead/optical fiber
Endcap Veto Counter
- 150-250 mrad, 1.9 m in z from IP
- Four layers of lead/scintillator
Liquid Argon Hole Taggers
- 1.65 m long, inner radius 2.4 m
- Cover the 3 ° regions at junctions of liquid argon barrel calorimeter modules
- 2.5 cm thick scintillator with 1 .9 cm of lead preradiator



process events as the SLAC IBM 3081K mainframe
computer . When the pipelining is suppressed, the per-
formance degrades by about 40%. Similar results have
been achieved with a sample of PEP Bhabha scattering
events .

14. Summary

The properties of the various components of the
detector are summarized in table 5. Most of the quoted
resolutions were measured using Bhabha scattering
events at PEP; the individual chapters should be con-
sulted for more details .
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